
Part two
7.1-6

a) Is a partial order;
a|b & b|c  6a|c
a|b & b|a 6 a=b
a|a

b) is a quasi-partial order, not a partial order or equivalence relation
a|b & b|c 6 a|c
a|b & b|a 6a=±b
a|a
1 and -1 divide each other, so it is not a partial order.
1 divides 2 and 2 does not divide 1, so it is not an equivalence relation

c) is an equivalence relation
A1C= B1C & B1C=D1C  6 A1C=D1C
A1C= B1C  6 B1C= A1C
A1C=A1C

d) is neither a quasi-partial order nor an equivalence relation
AzB & BzC  6 A**C (not AzC)

e) is neither a quasi-partial order nor an equivalence relation
x+y is odd and y+z is odd 6 x(+2y)+z is even, not odd

f) is an equivalence relation
x-y is even and y-z is even 6 x-z is even
x-y is even 6 y-x is even
x-x(=0) is even

g) is neither a quasi-partial order nor an equivalence relation
The 45-45-90 triangle relates to the 30-60-90 triangle related to the 30-70-80 triangle, but

the 45-45-90 triangle does not relate to the 30-70-80 triangle.
h) is a quasi-partial order, not a partial order nor an equivalence relation.

(a,b) R (c,d) & (c,d) R (e,f) 6 a#c#e 6 (a,b) R (e.f), but
(a,b) R (c,d) & (c,d) R (a,b) 6 a=c; not (a,b) = (c,d)
(0,1) R (1,2) but (1,2) does not relate to (0,1)



7.3-6

a) By inspection, the relation matrix is:

a b c d e

a 1 1 1 1 1

b 0 1 0 1 1

c 0 0 1 1 1

d 0 0 0 1 1

e 0 0 0 0 1

b) I’ll have to draw the diagram by hand.  You’re not going to like this....

c) Obviously, the total orders are abcde and acbde.

7.4-2

1 2 3a) 3.  The number 8 can be assigned to any of A , A , or A .

1 2 3c) 9 = 3×3.  The numbers 7 and 8 can be assigned independently to any of A , A , or A .

1b) 4=2×2.  It is like c), except that A  has exactly one of 7 or 8.  So you have the choices:

12 (which of 7 or 8 is in A ) ×

2 32 (which of A , or A  has the other number).



8.1-12

This is a trick question, in my opinion.  The answer is 20 = 

First, the number of 9-marble sets is the same as the number of 3-marble sets, the number left
behind.  The number of 3-marble sets is the number of partitions of the number 3 into the 4
labeled sets, red, blue, white, and green, or r+b+w+g=3, all of them being nonnegative integers.

Now, for any such partition, we can select the numbers (from 1 to 6), r+1, r+b+2, and r+b+w+3,
which are 3 of the numbers from 1 to 6.

Conversely, for any set of 3 numbers from 1 to 6, call them, x < y < z, we can find:
r = x-1
b = y-x-1
w = z-y-1
g = 6-z

Part 3

11.2-12

a) The answer is 

The total number of (unordered) pairs of vertexes is 

and if a graph G is isomorphic to its complement, exactly half of them are in G.

b) For 4, consider the chain 1-2-3-4; its complement is the chain 2-4-1-3.
For 5, consider the cycle 1-2-3-4-5; its complement is the cycle 1-3-5-2-4.

c) If the number calculated above is to be an integer, then 4 divides n(n-1).  But, as n and n-1 are
relatively prime, 4 must divide n or n-1, so n is of the form 4k or 4k+1.  If that uses material not
yet in the text, you can just verify the calculations modulo 4

n n(n-1)

0 0

1 0

2 2

3 2



11.3-20

a) Starting with b, the vertex of order 6, and interpolating partial paths as we find them, we can
start with

badbefbgc(b), and add the cycles deih(d), fij(f), and gjk(g) (which use up all the edges), to get

badeihdbefijfbgjkgc(b) as an Eulerian cycle.

b) By finding the edge de in the cycle, and breaking it at that point, we get

eihdbefijfbgjkgcbad as an Eulerian path.

12.1 -2 
A tree has one more vertex than edge, so the relevant equations are:

Solving the equations in an appropriate order, we get:

12.2-6

Preorder: 1, 2, 5, 9, 14, 15, 10, 16, 17, 3, 6, 4, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13
Postorder: 14, 15, 9, 16, 17, 10, 5, 2, 6, 3, 7, 11, 12, 13, 8, 4, 1

There’s little more to say; it’s a mechanical process as to which subtrees are traversed in which
order.

Part 4

15.1-2

a) It’s 1. x=1, so x+xy+w = 1.
b) 3 values.  xy+w = y+w, so only y=w=0 fails to produce a “1" here.
c) 2 values If x=1, the expression evaluates to “w”.
d) 2 values, same reasoning



15.1-4

Again, by inspection:

15.1-12

The equations are:

From the first equation, we get x=0.  Substituting that in the first equation, we get y=0. 
Substituting both of these in the second equation, we get 0=z (z=0).  Substituting all of these in
the third equation, we get 1=w (w=1).

Summarizing, the unique solution is:



Question 1

The proof is by induction on n.

DeMorgan’s laws read:

This provides the statement for n=2.

Now, suppose the statement holds for n, and we want to show that it holds for n+1.

Question 3

Call the statements C, J, K, M, N that the respective person is invited to the party.  Condition d)
is not written in terms of invitations, but in terms of who will attend.  If rewritten in terms of
invitations, then condition d) becomes 

Condition c) reads 
Similarly, we have

As 

this last becomes .  If condition (d) is to be used, then we get

as the unique solution.  So only Cathy and Nettie can be invited.



If (d) is disregarded, as it doesn’t relate to invitations, then the following additional solutions
may occur

Cathy Joan Kathleen Margaret Nettie

Joan, Nettie 0 1 0 0 1

Joan, Margaret, Nettie 0 1 0 1 1

Joan, Kathleen, Margaret, Nettie 0 1 1 1 1

From condition (d), we know that Nettie will not attend the party.

Question 5

If x+y#z, then x#x+y#z, so x#z.  Similarly, y#z.

if x#z and y#z, then

But then, 

so x+y#z.
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